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**Larsen LED kit for Case IH 8010, 8120, 8230, 9120, 9130, 9230 combines**  
(Complete LED lights)

Product URL https://larsenlights.com/caseih-8010-8220-7120-kit

Short Description: For Case IH 8010, 8120, 8230, 9120, 9130, 9230 combines, this kit will replace the 6 OEM Halogen lights with complete LED lights, and the 2 lower cab lights + the unload auger light. Add extra lights if needed.

Full Description: Larsen LED kit for Case IH 8010, 8120, 8230, 9120, 9130, 9230 combines light upgrade. This kit will convert the 6 lights on the top front cab with complete LED lights. The model we use is the LED-652 series of lights. Install is easy, remove the old light - install the new LED light and connect the harness. Stubble lights and discharge lights can be replaced with the LED-827 light. Lights used in this kit can be found in "Related Products" below. CIH, 8010, 8120, 8230, 9120, 9130, 9230

SKU: CIH/8xx0 kit